Intelligent Automation
for Transportation
Digital-first process automation to improve efficiency and reduce cost

In a sector where efficiency is key, we understand that
improving processes and reducing friction is vital.
Automating processes helps reduce friction by speeding
up routine processes. ‘Right first time’ is quicker, your
people are more efficient and your teams are better
connected.
Netcall’s Liberty Create, our low-code platform and
Liberty RPA, our robotic process automation tool, equip
transportation companies to automate processes through
new apps, portals and process flows.

transportation companies - areas to target
Using Create and RPA together helps innovation in a
number of areas by:

-

Automating manual or broken processes to reduce
efficiencies

-

Integrating with a number of different systems
and parties

-

Providing a central platform which can give visibility
across all parties

-

Enabling better decision-making through
richer data and the use of AI

Creating the apps you need - fast
When it comes to new software, the choice is usually
between buying an off-the-shelf app or relying on your IT
team to build one. If a suitable off-the-shelf app exists, it
gives you something you can use and configure quickly
and easily at the expense of meeting 100% of your
process needs. Building your own app will meet your
exact needs but traditionally has been expensive with a
long lead time.
Netcall’s Liberty Create and Liberty RPA give you the
best of both worlds. Together they provide an Intelligent
Automation platform designed to create apps to automate
processes that make the complex, simple. As a platform,
you can create exactly what you need with simple, cost
effective tools in a fraction of the time and cost it would
normally take.
It’s a low-risk approach to a digital-first future. You can
start small and roll out successes and scale it up as you
go. It’s designed to easily integrate with investments in
systems already made and be easy to change and adapt
to meet future requirements.

“It’s a springboard to solve other business
challenges. When we have shown apps to our
team, they were increasingly engaged as they
realised this is ‘the real’ version.”
Mark Ranger - Business Support Manager, UK Power Networks

Take a deeper dive | Contact us today for a demo | Visit netcall.com

What can you use Liberty Create and RPA for?
As a platform rather than a single solution, Liberty Create can be used to build and run many different
applications to address needs right across the business. Liberty RPA frees up people from performing
repetitive processes you already operate by automating them on-screen. Together, they can integrate
with and join data together across numerous back-end systems to provide an easy-to-use workflow
across business functions.

Virtual inspections

Innovation agenda

The the rise of remote working and social distancing
makes site visits a challenging process for staff,
visitors and contractors. A virtual inspection
process provides a fast, effective way to carry out
inspection tasks remotely, improving speed and
communication flow.

With customer experience (CX) now front of mind, there has
never been a greater focus in the transportation sector on
innovation and collaboration both with customers and each
other.

Improve compliance standards
Managing compliance to standards is key to effective
risk management. Occasionally exceptions are
required and these must be carefully managed.
Simplify this with a digital-first process to control
governance and manage approvals.
Manage contractor works
Streamline your contractor works process, ensuring
full visibility, compliance and tracking. Easily manage
multiple stakeholders so everyone is kept up to date
on the progress and status of work requests. Go from
clunky and disjointed to seamless and efficient.
Customer surveys
Quickly and easily run your own surveys so you can
measure customer satisfaction levels and make your
own adjustments based on the information provided.
Looking for inspiration?

Innovation is now taking centre stage. Answers to the new
engagement challenges lie with digital services. Efficient,
user-friendly tech is no longer a nice-to-have luxury. This new
situation calls for a new approach to process automation.

Don’t be held back by legacy systems
Rather than rip and replace, build upon the
investments you’ve already made. With low-code,
you can tie together legacy systems with new
applications that deliver the information you need
and a great customer experience.tion.

Think big, start small
The beauty of intelligent automation is that you have already
got the people and skills to help create what you need.
Combining RPA with low-code means it’s easy for
non-developers to build, test and launch applications without
writing code, all under the governance and control of IT. It’s
a practical way to overcome the application backlog many IT
teams are facing, while avoiding any shadow IT.

Why not browse and borrow some of the apps already
developed by our customers - visit our AppShare.

Empower your workforce
You can empower your own people to create, not
just suggest.
And you can get to outcomes quickly – measured
in days and weeks, not months and years. Deploy
quickly, improve and refine, and see the value fast.
Rapidly replace clunky, disjointed, time-consuming
customer interactions with smooth, seamless,
automated processes.

Equip your teams
Both RPA and Create have been designed to be easy to
use. With the growing shortage of pro developers out there,
making app development so much easier means you can
equip your business people to build apps too. They can
bring their unrivalled knowledge of the processes to be
automated to the table and apps can be built right first time
with their involvement.

Liberty RPA too is designed for business people to create
their own automations by simply dragging-and-dropping
activities onto an on-screen canvas. For IT, extensive control
is available through powerful scripting capabilities.

Customer examples
The transportation sector is already making extensive use
of the Liberty Platform. Learn more about how UK Power
Networks and Network Rail are using Create to connect
the customer journey and integrate legacy systems without
adding to IT’s workload.

LaunchPad - the easy way to get started
Jump-start your low-code journey

Integrate with your existing systems

To speed up the time-to-first-app even further, the
Low-code LaunchPad brings together everything you need
to accelerate your low-code and RPA journey and get your
first app built in record time.

Low-code LaunchPad includes integration adapters that
connect to, and take advantage of, your existing systems to
benefit from the technology investments you’ve already made.

Why spend time on a lengthy proof-of-concept when you
can use your time to build your first application instead?

What’s included in the Low-code LaunchPad?

Build out to meet current and future
innovation needs
Low-code LaunchPad is not a single solution but an
extensible platform designed for you to build out many apps
to meet current and future requirements.

-

Software Licence - for up to 50 users and 1,000 logins
per month for a 3 month period

-

Training - full online training for up to 5 people to give
them the skills to build the first apps on the platform

aCreate a seamless end-to-end journey to improve

-

Mentoring - 3 days with our professional services team
including review meetings

aSpeed up the process of getting from ideas to apps and

-

Community - ongoing support and resources available
through the Netcall Community

aUse increased automation to dramatically streamline

-

AppShare - access to development resources including
samples and accelerators designed to help build your
apps more quickly.

aEquip your process people with the tools they need to
build valuable applications for the whole business
workflow and drive efficiency
reduce the time to serve
and organise chaotic data flows

aUnderstand organisations demands better and design the
applications needed to win and retain more business

Find out more:
www.netcall.com/resources/low-code-launchpad

Talk to us.
Contact us today for a demo visit
netcall.com/demo
Or call us on 0330 333 6100 and say
“Digital Transformation”
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